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Toyota at the Geneva Motor Show
•
•
•
•

World premiere of Toyota’s revolutionary new iQ urban car
European premiere of Toyota’s new small SUV, the Urban Cruiser
Plug-in Hybrid Prototype on display
European premiere of low-emission and lightweight Toyota 1/X Hybrid Plug-in
concept
• Preview of the i-REAL, Toyota’s personal mobility concept after PM, i-unit and
i-swing
Toyota unveils the new iQ at the Geneva Motor Show today, which was first shown
as a concept car at last year’s Frankfurt Motor Show. The iQ, a sophisticated urban car
offering ample space for 3+1 passengers, measures less than three metres in length
and features six revolutionary packaging and engineering innovations to provide a
new choice in Toyota’s broadening range of small cars.
Also on display at Geneva is Toyota’s new small SUV called Urban Cruiser. The version
shown at Geneva is a design preview of the production model that will go into
production during 2009.
In addition, Toyota is also showing its latest advances in urban environmental transport
solutions: the Toyota Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle and the Toyota 1/X Plug-in Hybrid concept
in combination with Flexible Fuel Vehicle (FFV) technology, with a fuel consumption
projection of 2.17 l/100km; and the i-REAL personal mobility concept.
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Leading the environmental challenge
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Leading the environmental challenge
Toyota has been pre-eminent in the continual search to reduce the car’s impact on
the environment.
Using technology as its cornerstone, Toyota has persistently sought new ideas and
new inventions to make the car greener, developing Hybrid Synergy Drive® as a major
milestone in the pursuit of cars with a reduced environmental impact.
Toyota was the first manufacturer to introduce mass produced hybrid cars. It’s now
over 10 years since the first generation Prius came to market.
However, the real challenge is to continue this environmental leadership. Toyota is
dedicated to its vision of sustainable mobility: building fully recyclable cars that have
zero emissions.
In the short term, Toyota will continue to support the Japanese Automobile
Manufacturers Association (JAMA) to meet its voluntary commitment, which is 140g/
km across Toyota’s vehicle fleet by 2009.
For example, the risen customer demand for Prius has led Toyota to increase the annual
European sales forecast for 2009 to 70,000 units. Further activities include expanding
the small car line-up with iQ and Urban Cruiser and developing a broad range of
emission-reducing technologies. These include Clean Power Diesels, Valvematic,
Dual VVT-i engine technology, and as a mid-term outlook Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles,
alternative fuels and lightweight construction methods.
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Reducing running emissions is critical since these contribute to 80% of a vehicle’s
total lifecycle emissions. However, further reductions to benefit the environment can
be made at the manufacturing stage.
In Europe, Toyota has reduced the average energy consumption required to build a
car by 44% since 2001. Emissions are reduced by using renewable energy including
biomass and natural energy sources, such as solar and wind power.
Meanwhile, all Toyota manufacturing plants in Europe have achieved the ambitious
target of delivering zero waste to landfill.

Investment in smaller, fuel-saving vehicles
New vehicles, such as the iQ given its world premiere here in Geneva, will further
support Toyota‘s overall CO2 reduction plan.
The iQ is part of a new line-up of small cars from Toyota that provide additional
consumer choice with lower vehicle emissions.
Another is the socially responsible small SUV Urban Cruiser given its design premiere
here at Geneva. The Urban Cruiser provides all the appeal of an SUV – such as the
command driving position and toughness of exterior design – with a projected fuel
consumption of a B-segment hatchback.
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Thanks to increased sales of Toyota’s existing fuel-efficient cars, such as the Prius
(104g/km), Aygo (as low as 109g/km) and Yaris (as low as 119g/km), the company’s
CO2 average is already declining.

Hybrid vehicles lead current technologies
At the core of Toyota’s emission reduction programme is Toyota’s pioneering Hybrid
Synergy Drive® technology.
Hybrid technology not only assists in the reduction of harmful emissions and fuel
consumption, it also delivers noise pollution reduction benefits, on top of providing
a high level of driving pleasure.
Unveiled in 1997 in Japan, the Toyota Prius was the first production car to feature a
hybrid drivetrain. With such an impressive lead in this sector, Toyota has a decade of
hybrid engine experience unmatched in the automotive industry.
Today’s Prius is now sold in over 44 countries and the Toyota group (Toyota and Lexus
combined) has the largest hybrid model line-up in the world. This is set to double
in size by the early 2010s, further extending Toyota’s leadership in the automotive
hybrid technology sector. As a result of its success, the Toyota group is targeting one
million hybrid vehicle sales a year worldwide by the early stage of the next decade.
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Future technologies: Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles

Toyota 1/X concept

Further forward-looking developments in Toyota’s hybrid technology include the
Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle, or PHV. Research and development of PHVs is already at an
advanced stage, with testing being carried out on Japanese, American and European
roads.
PHVs will be instrumental in lowering the environmental impact of cars in urban
areas.
For short, city-type driving, the car mainly draws power from its battery. For longer
journeys the PHV acts like a conventional hybrid, utilising power from both engine and
battery. The advantages are better fuel consumption and lower emissions, because
the car can run further in electric-only mode.

Future technologies: weight-reduction strategy
Plug-in Hybrid technology can be combined with innovative new product designs,
particularly focusing on weight saving technology, which can have a dramatic effect
on reducing vehicle emissions. Hybrid technology is becoming an enabler for vehicle
concept innovation, allowing Toyota to push forward to new frontiers.
The Toyota 1/X Plug-in Hybrid and Flexible Fuel Vehicle (FFV) concept, shown here at
Geneva, is one such innovative exploration. As its name suggests, it weighs a fraction
of other vehicles in its class: just 420kg, thanks to the use of lightweight materials in
its construction. Yet the Toyota 1/X retains the interior space of a Prius.
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European premiere of Toyota’s new small
SUV, the Urban Cruiser
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European premiere of Toyota’s new small
SUV, the Urban Cruiser
The new Toyota Urban Cruiser is an environmentally responsible small sports utility
vehicle (SUV) aimed at the urban all-roader market.
Presented at the Geneva Motor Show, the Toyota Urban Cruiser is the design preview
of the production model that will be introduced in the first half of 2009.
The new Toyota Urban Cruiser will be launched into the small-SUV market, a segment
that has virtually doubled in size since 2002. It provides a thoughtful answer to the
consumer desires for SUVs and for low fuel bills and CO2 emissions.
The new Urban Cruiser meets these demands with contemporary five-door styling
and projected low CO2 emissions below the 140g/km threshold.
The Urban Cruiser draws on Toyota’s rich heritage of successful SUVs. The first Toyota
SUV, the legendary Land Cruiser off-roader, was launched in 1951. While the new
Urban Cruiser embodies all of Toyota’s SUV past, it also represents the very latest in a
line of compact SUVs, a market segment that Toyota created with the original RAV4
back in 1994.

Muscular styling for Urban Cruiser
The new Urban Cruiser features the rugged and muscular appearance expected of an
SUV, but with the five-door practicality and compact dimensions required for urban
usage.
The Urban Cruiser measures 3,930mm in length and is 1,725mm wide and 1,540mm
tall. While the compact dimensions make it ideal for handling city streets, the Urban
Cruiser has spacious accommodation for five people and ample luggage space.
Toyota’s Vibrant Clarity design language – the perfect imbalance of proportions provides the Urban Cruiser with its athletic road stance.
The high belt line, additional bumper protection, prominent lower doorsills, and
freeform geometrics that describe the muscular wheelarches provide the Urban
Cruiser with a robust appearance.
Headlamps reach backwards from the front grille and outwards into the wings,
further accentuating the car’s wide and tough road stance while adding to the car’s
upmarket city appeal.

The new Urban Cruiser is an aspirational urban SUV very close to the spirit of the
discontinued 3-door RAV4 model with its compact dimensions, packaging, practicality
and four-wheel drive transmission.
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Turn indicators recessed within the door mirrors further emphasise the car’s urban
sophistication, as do the large rear lamp units which extend dramatically into the rear
wings and into the rear hatch door. Stylish five-spoke 17 inch alloy wheels, along with
a special Ice Blue paint finish that reflects the car’s environmental credentials, further
enhance the Urban Cruiser’s sophisticated city appeal.

A true choice in Toyota’s urban line-up
The new Urban Cruiser is an extension of Toyota’s small car line-up for the European
market, providing consumers with a broad vehicle choice characterised by fuel
efficiency and low emissions.
The Urban Cruiser will play a significant role in reducing Toyota‘s overall fleet emissions
to an average 140g/km by 2009.
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Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle also on display
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Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle also on display
The Plug-in Hybrid Vehicle (PHV) on display is one of several prototypes currently
being road-tested on Japanese, American and European roads and represents Toyota’s
ongoing developments in hybrid technology.
In Europe, Toyota has already established a technology partnership with the leading
French energy supplier, EDF. Under the joint agreement, a small number of PHVs
have been integrated into EDF‘s fleet and are currently being tested on public roads
in France under every-day driving conditions.
The aim of this programme is to develop practical solutions for the commercialisation
of Toyota’s PHV technology in an effort to reduce the environmental impact of vehicles
– particularly in urban areas.
The Plug-in Hybrid Vehicles use Toyota’s hybrid technology but with the added benefit
that their batteries can be recharged using a standard electrical plug.
The development of PHV is part of Toyota’s commitment to continuously engage in
the development of various advanced technologies toward the realization of a world
of sustainable mobility in which people and the environment can coexist.
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European premiere of Toyota 1/x concept
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European premiere of Toyota 1/x concept
The Toyota 1/X is an environmental concept designed to advance Toyota’s fuel
reduction and CO2 emission strategies.

The environmental considerations of the Toyota 1/X are more extensive than just its
ultra low fuel consumption. With PHV technology the Toyota 1/X will be able to run
in fully electric mode with zero emissions in urban environments, providing a cleaner
and healthier city atmosphere.
On longer journeys the Toyota 1/X reverts to more conventional hybrid technology
using a combination of the rear-mounted 500cc engine and battery for its power.

Toyota 1/X concept

At night the battery can be recharged on low-cost off-peak electricity from a
conventional outlet using renewable energy. The Toyota 1/X concept features fossil
fuel reducing capability in the shape of Flexible Fuel Vehicle technology that is used
in combination with the PHV drivetrain.
This allows the Toyota 1/X to be run on cleaner emission bioethanol fuel, standard
petrol, or a combination of both fuel types depending on fuel availability. The
benefits of the cleaner fuels are further enhanced by the lightweight construction of
the Toyota 1/X.
The Toyota 1/X is light in weight due to special materials used. Its bodyframe is made
of rigid carbon fibre reinforced plastic to provide a safety cell that can absorb collision
impact.

It combines the benefits of lightweight yet safe vehicle construction with Plug-in
Hybrid Vehicle (PHV) technology and Flexible Fuel Vehicle technology with the interior
space of a Prius.
Weighing just 420kg - comparing with a Prius at 1,275kg - the engineers and designers
target the Toyota 1/X to be twice as fuel efficient as the Prius with the capability of
over 2.17 l/100km.
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The construction materials‘ strength allows A, B and C pillars to be reduced in
thickness, enhancing the driver’s field of vision for improved active safety.
The seats were created out of a three-dimensional web of netting, ensuring they are
unusually light and comfortable.
Other benefits of the Toyota 1/X’s lightness included reduced road abrasion, lower
tyre noise due to its small diametre front tyres and silent running on battery power
for reduced noise pollution.
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i-REAL: mobility for the future
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i-REAL: mobility for the future
Toyota is committed to zero emissions transport: the i-REAL personal mobility solution
is another step towards the realisation of this vision.
i-REAL

The i-REAL looks futuristic, but Toyota believes personal mobility vehicles, such as
the i-REAL, will be part of the future landscape of zero emission urban transport
solutions.
The current i-REAL three-wheeled personal mobility solution is based on the previous
generation personal mobility concepts called PM, i-unit and i-swing. The PM was first
introduced in 2003 and was based on car-to-car technology, two years later the i-unit
and then the i-swing evolved to personal transport units allowing freer interaction
with society.
PM

i-unit

i-swing

Today, the i-REAL is not yet a production reality, but is another significant step towards
the commercialisation of a personal mobility vehicle from Toyota.
To drive the i-REAL, an individual sits inside the vehicle’s wraparound ‘armchair’, and
steers by leaning left or right depending on which direction is required.
The i-REAL has been designed to be of human size, and provides the driver with a
high level of natural vehicular inter-reaction.
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Power for the i-REAL comes from an electric battery that drives the two front wheels,
providing the i-REAL with a 30 kilometre range before recharging.

i-REAL

The i-REAL is an engineering masterpiece of transformation with its two-mode driving
choice: urban low-speed mode of 6km/h; and high-speed cruising mode of 30km/h.
In low-speed urban mode the i-REAL adopts an upright position with a shortened
wheelbase. This allows the i-REAL to travel more easily in pedestrian environments by
placing the driver’s line of sight with those of fellow pedestrians. It also takes up less
space this way.
In cruising mode, the i-REAL flattens out, extending its rear wheel backwards to
provide a lower centre of gravity and greater stability.
Sensors around the i-REAL’s perimeter monitor other pedestrians and objects, alerting
the driver - and other commuters - to its presence by a series of aural and visual
alerts.
The i-REAL, the fourth-generation personal mobility transport concept from Toyota,
measures just under one metre in length, extending to 1.5m in extended wheelbase
high-speed driving mode.
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